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Abstract—When making contact with an object, a robot can
use a tactile sensor consisting of a heating element and a
temperature sensor to recognize the object’s material based on
conductive heat transfer from the tactile sensor to the object.
When this type of tactile sensor has time to fully reheat prior to
contact and the duration of contact is long enough to achieve
a thermal steady state, numerous methods have been shown
to perform well. In order to enable robots to more efficiently
sense their environments and take advantage of brief contact
events over which they lack control, we focus on the problem
of material recognition from heat transfer given varying initial
conditions and short-duration contact. We present both modelbased and data-driven methods. For the model-based method,
we modeled the thermodynamics of the sensor in contact with
a material as contact between two semi-infinite solids. For the
data-driven methods, we used three machine learning algorithms
(SVM+PCA, k-NN+PCA, HMMs) with time series of raw temperature measurements and temperature change estimates. When
recognizing 11 materials with varying initial conditions and 3fold cross-validation, SVM+PCA outperformed all other methods,
achieving 84% accuracy with 0.5 s of contact and 98% accuracy
with 1.5 s of contact.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When a robot’s body makes physical contact with the
world, it has a distinct opportunity to sense its surroundings.
Multimodal tactile sensors can combine a variety of types of
sensing, such as pressure, vibration, and temperature sensing,
each with its own capabilities and limitations. Tactile sensing
based on conductive heat transfer can be highly informative
about materials in contact with the robot, but has temporal
limitations. In order for heat to flow from the sensor to a
material, the sensor is typically heated prior to contact and then
held in contact with the material. The resulting temperature
measurements over time can then be used to recognize the
material. For example, touching an aluminum object results in
a rapid drop in temperature as heat flows into the aluminum
(see Fig. 1), which is related to the cold sensation a person
feels upon touching aluminum at room temperature.
When a tactile sensor has time to achieve a consistent
temperature well above the ambient temperature of the environment and stays in contact with an object until it reaches a
thermal steady state, many methods can recognize the material
with good performance. However, these requirements greatly
decrease the temporal efficiency of tactile sensing, since they
reduce the rate at which a sensor can make contact with the
world and require that the sensor be held in contact for a
substantial length of time. In this paper, we focus on the

Fig. 1: Example temperature features for robot experiments
with a) consistent initial conditions and long duration (top),
b) varied initial conditions and duration (bottom).

problem of recognizing materials given short-duration contact
and varying initial conditions, which results in visibly different
temperature time series, as seen in Fig. 1.
Many robotics applications would benefit from methods that
recognize materials from short-duration contact with less time
between contact events. In general, this would increase the
speed at which a robot acquires information using touch. As
we discuss later, recent algorithm-centric research on heattransfer-based sensing has used contact durations of 15 s or
longer and consistent initial conditions. In contrast, we show
the feasibility of acquiring useful information 30x faster with
0.5 s of contact, initial sensor temperatures varying from 26◦ C
to 40◦ C in a room with an ambient temperature of 25◦ C, and

Fig. 3: Sensor test rig composed of a) linear actuator, Arduino
circuit and sensor (left), b) Heat-transfer-based tactile sensor
with a single-sided transient plane source technique (right).

Fig. 2: Experimental setup with a 1-DOF linear actuator to
measure thermal response of different materials in contact.

materials that did not fully cool down to the ambient temperature between contact events. This is a markedly different
level of efficiency and opens up the possibility of new uses
for sensing based on heat transfer, such as helping a robot find
metal keys in a bag.
The potential for robots to acquire information from incidental contact between their bodies and their surroundings has
motivated our work. By incidental contact, we mean contact
that is not central to the robot’s current actions and may
occur unexpectedly or unintentionally [1, 2]. In contrast to
deliberate probing during which the robot controls contact
to improve perception, sensing during incidental contact is
opportunistic with the robot inferring what it can from contact
as it occurs. For example, a robot reaching into a densely
cluttered environment can use tactile sensing across its arm
to better maneuver within the environment and map it [1, 2].
Likewise, an assistive robot reaching around a person with
disabilities could potentially use tactile sensing to recognize
contact between its arm and the person’s body or wheelchair
[3]. Similarly, tactile sensing across a robot’s fingers might
provide useful information during in-hand manipulation. All
of these tasks could potentially benefit from tactile sensing
based on heat transfer, but would be sensitive to the temporal
limitations we address in this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many researchers have used thermal sensing in studies with
consistent initial conditions and long duration contact using
specialized exploratory behaviors. In contrast to these studies,
our work focuses on short-duration contact (without reaching
steady-state) with varying initial conditions. Also, instead of
investigating multiple sensory modalities, we focus on the
performance of heat-transfer-based sensing in isolation. Unlike
most previous studies, we have developed a physics-based
model for material recognition for increased understanding of
the recognition problem and to provide a comparison with

data-driven methods.
A. Short-duration Contact with Consistent Initial Conditions
Studies in this section focus on thermal sensing during
short-duration contact. However, these studies are hardwarecentric with limited evaluation. In addition, all of these studies
use methods that assume consistent initial conditions.
1) Hardware-centric: Russell [4, 5] developed a thermal
sensing array with which he compared the percent decrease
in temperature from a uniform initial temperature after 3
s of contact. The array successfully recognized six distinct
materials in a single trial [4, 5]. Siegal et al. [6] developed
another sensor with a slower temporal response, according to
Monkman and Taylor [7]. Monkman and Taylor [7] developed
two methods of thermal sensing that they reported to be
faster than Russell’s or Siegal et al.’s . One sensor used a
Peltier heating element, and the other used a pyrometer and a
heating element. They evaluated the two sensors with respect
to the recognition of four materials with distinct thermal
properties given consistent initial conditions. Their figure
showing sensor readings over time from a single trial with
each material, suggests that recognition of these four materials
could potentially be performed quickly (between 0 s and 3 s),
but they did not report specific results. Engel et al. [8, 9]
developed a flexible multimodal tactile sensing system that
included a side-by-side gold heater and temperature sensor.
Based on combined pressure and thermal sensing, their system
recognized 5 materials with 90% accuracy over 50 trials with
consistent initial conditions, but unreported contact duration.
Our methods could potentially be used with these and other
sensors that use heat transfer, and different hardware might
result in improved performance.
B. Long-duration Contact with Consistent Initial Conditions
Studies in this section deal with thermal sensing under
idealized scenarios with consistent initial conditions and longduration contact.
1) Hardware-centric: Many researchers have included thermal sensing as a part of multimodal tactile sensing hardware,
such as absolute temperature sensors [10], [11] and sensors
that use heat transfer [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. However,

this body of work focuses on hardware development with little
evaluation of material recognition performance.
2) Algorithm-centric: A number of researchers have performed algorithm-centric research using existing sensor hardware to perform tasks related to material recognition. Xu
et al. [17] used a Syntouch BioTAC sensor to measure the
temperature derivative during 15 s of contact using exploratory
behaviors from Bayesian exploration coupled with Reinforcement Learning techniques. They used multimodal sensor data
to identify 10 objects with 99% accuracy [17]. McMahon et al.
[18] used HMMs to automatically assign adjectives to haptic
signals collected from a BioTAC sensor using approximately
80 s of data. [18]. Takamuku et al. [19] constructed a soft
anthropomorphic finger that included both tactile and thermal
sensors. They achieved classification by recording the convergent temperatures of 5 materials after 35 s of contact [19]. Kerr
et al. [20] also used a heated BioTAC sensor (allowed 15-20
minutes to reach a steady-state after it is powered on) to record
the thermal response data of 6 material groups with varying
thermal properties for 20 s. They used the static temperature
(TAC) and dynamic thermal conductivity (TDC) data from
15 trials for each material and implemented ANN with 73%
accuracy [20].
In summary, the above studies focus on long-duration contact with consistent initial conditions using specific exploratory
behaviors. Hardware-centric studies have focused on designing new thermal sensors with limited material recognition
evaluation, while algorithm-centric studies have focused on
data-driven algorithms such as HMMs, ANNs, and other MLbased methods. Most of the studies have used results from
multimodal sensing devices, obscuring the role of thermal
sensing.

Fig. 4: Material test set consisting of a) Acrylic, b) Aluminum,
c) Brick, d) Cardboard, e) Glass, f) Medium-density fiberboard
(MDF), g) Neoprene, h) Porcelain, i) pine wood, j) Rubber, k)
Steel. Please note that we have a separate subsection that
analyzes the tests with a human forearm (Section VII-E).

Fig. 5: Warm environment test configuration. We used a
heating lamp as a heat source along with a protective covering
to avoid direct thermal radiation from the lamp and provide
an isolated environment for the experiments.

III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Figure 3 shows the test rig we used in our experiments.
We constructed our sensor from the Thorlabs HT10K Foil
Heater/Thermistor [21] which contains a 20 Ω heater and a
10 kΩ NTC thermistor. Our sensing technique is based on the
single-sided transient plane source method that Mathis et al.
[22] developed for characterizing samples of materials. This
material characterization typically involves estimating material
properties, such as thermal effusivity and thermal conductivity,
for use in industrial applications, such as monitoring the quality of products, for which initial conditions can be controlled
and the duration of contact can be long [12]. In contrast to
previous transient plane source methods that required a sensor
to be sandwiched between two samples of the material [23],
[24], the single-sided approach [22] only requires that the
sensor make frontal contact with a sample of the material,
making it appropriate for tactile sensors that cover a robot.
For this approach, the heater and temperature sensor are on a
thermally insulating backing.
In general, a higher initial sensor temperature corresponds
to better quality data. We chose a sensor heater supply voltage
of 2.5 volts, so that a person can comfortably touch the sensor

surface. We mounted the sensor on a layer of thermally insulating foam with the front face exposed as seen in Fig. 3. When
the warmed sensor is brought into contact with an unknown
surface, heat transfer from the sensor to the material occurs
at a rate that depends on the material’s temperature, thermal conductivity, density and specific heat capacity. We also
installed a separate LM35 Precision Centigrade Temperature
Sensor to measure the heater temperature and a limit switch to
detect contact with the material and support autonomous data
collection. To measure the ambient temperature of the room,
we added a second LM35 temperature sensor on top of the
test rig.
The test rig shown in Fig. 3 uses a 1-DOF linear actuator
to move the heat-transfer-based tactile sensor. All sensors and
actuators are connected to an Arduino Duemilanove. We used
a DC power supply to run the linear actuator and sensor heater.
B. Experimental Procedure
Figure 3 demonstrates the use of the test rig to sense an
aluminum sample. We used a Python script running on a
separate computer to control the device through a serial link
with the Arduino. Before contacting the sample, the device

C. Data Collection

Fig. 6: Example temperature and slope features for experiments with a) consistent initial conditions and long duration
(top), b) varied initial conditions and duration (bottom).

waited with the linear actuator in the “Up” position and
allowed the heating element to heat the sensor body. Once
heated, the device lowered the linear actuator and brought the
heat-transfer-based tactile sensor in contact with the unknown
sample. As the two bodies came to a thermal steady state,
the Arduino recorded the thermistor, ambient temperature
sensor and absolute temperature sensor outputs at 200 Hz.
We programmed the device to be in contact with the sample
until the thermistor temperature maintained a constant value
for 3 s or a total of 35 s passed. We truncated these trials
in time to simulate different durations of contact. Once a trial
was completed, the device raised the linear actuator and waited
for the sensor body to reheat before making contact with the
material again.
To gather data with varying initial conditions, we randomized the reheat time with each trial to be in the range of 2-60 s.
After every 10 trials, the device waited for 10 minutes with the
sensor in the “Up” position to allow the test sample to cool
and the sensor to fully reheat. This method generated trials
with the initial sensor temperatures distributed in the range of
26-40◦ C in a room that was at 25◦ C.

Figure 1 shows the temperature data from various trials
with samples of aluminum and wood, as well as a human
forearm. As seen in the figure, materials with different thermal
properties exhibit distinct temperature time series that vary
based on the initial conditions. Despite this variation, features
of the temperature time series remain similar for a given
material.
Figure 4 shows the set of 11 test materials with various
thermal properties that we used in our experiments. We
collected 500 trials with random initial conditions for each
material using the automated test rig shown in Fig. 3, giving
a total of 5500 trials. During the experiment, we maintained
the room temperature at 25◦ C throughout the day. The sensor
temperature during this set of experiments varied from 26◦ C
minimum to 40◦ C maximum with an average of 30◦ C across
all the trials just before contact. To investigate the role of
ambient temperature on performance, we conducted a second
set of experiments in a warm environment of 35◦ C as shown
in Fig. 5. We used a heating lamp to heat the surroundings
to 35◦ C and a protective covering to isolate the sample. For
this set, the sensor temperature varied from 35◦ C minimum to
43◦ C maximum with an average of 37◦ C across all the trials
just before contact. We collected an additional 500 trials with
random initial conditions for both aluminum and pine wood
in the warm environment, resulting in 1000 total trials. We
also collected two more data sets that we describe in Sections
VII-B and VII-E.
D. Data Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
For each trial in an experiment, we collected the thermistor
raw analog values at 200 Hz. We truncated the data at the onset
of contact and obtained time-series vectors until steady-state
was reached. To simulate varying contact duration, we used the
first 0.5-2.5 s of data after the onset of contact. Fig. 1 shows
the raw temperature time series for three example materials. In
addition to the raw temperatures, our methods used estimates
of the the derivative (slope) of the temperature with respect
to time by taking the first difference of the raw signals and
then using a causal filter. The filter was an 8th-order digital
low-pass Butterworth filter with Nyquist frequency of 100 Hz
and cutoff frequency of 2 Hz. Fig. 6 shows the slope features.
IV. M ODELING H EAT T RANSFER
We modeled the heat transfer between the heat-transferbased tactile sensor and a block of material as contact between
two semi-infinite solids, which we refer to as the sensor
body and the object body [12, 25]. Fig. 7 shows a diagram
representing the model. A semi-infinite solid is an idealized
body for which the temperature change in a part of the body
is due to thermal conditions on a single surface [25]. In
an analogous manner, [25] has modeled a finger touching a
material as a contact between two semi-infinite bodies.
First, we assume that the initial temperature of the object
body, Tobj(t=0) , is constant throughout its extent and equal to
the ambient temperature, Tamb .

Fig. 7: Diagram representing our model of the sensor in
contact with a material. We model both bodies as semi-infinite
solids.
Second, we find the initial temperature of the sensor body,
Tsens(t=0) . The input to the sensor body is the heat flux, q̇x ,
from the electrical heating element given by

Fig. 8: Forward simulation results for pine wood and aluminum with temperature values.

V2
(1)
R
where V is the supply voltage, and R is the resistance of the
heating element. Tsens(t=0) is constant across the entire sensor
body and results from the heating element heating the sensor
body before it comes into contact with the object body (i.e.,
the material sample). We find Tsens(t=0) using Fourier’s law
of Heat Conduction [25],

where Tsens (x, t) is the temperature at time t of the sensor
body at distance x from the surface between the two bodies.
The thermistor, which is inside the sensor body, measures
the temperature Tsens (x = 8 ∗ 10−5 , t) (see Fig. 7). Using our boundary conditions, Tsens (x = 0, t) = Tsurf and
Tsens (x, t = 0) = Tsens(t=0) we can solve for Tsens (x, t).

Tsens (x, t) = Tsens(t=0) + Tsurf − Tsens(t=0)


(5)
x
√
∗erf c
2 αsens t

q̇x =

Tsens(t=0) − Tamb
q̇x
(2)
= ksens
A
l
where A is the cross-sectional area of the heating element,
l is the height of the sensor body (i.e., length in x dimension),
Tamb is the ambient temperature, ksens is the coefficient
of thermal conductivity of the sensor body, and q̇Ax is the
magnitude of heat flux per unit cross-sectional area.
Once the sensor body comes into contact with the object
body, heat begins to flow from the sensor body to the object
body and the temperature varies with time and position. When
the bodies come into contact with one another, the surface
between them at x = 0 (see Fig. 7) attains a temperature,
Tsurf , that remains constant throughout the duration of contact
and is given by


k
√ obj
Tsens(t=0) √kαsens
+
T
obj(t=0)
α
sens
obj


Tsurf =
(3)
kobj
k
sens
√
√
+
αsens
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where αobj and kobj are the coefficients of thermal diffusivity
and thermal conductivity of the object body, and αsens and
ksens are the coefficients of thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity of the sensor body.
Once we have found Tsens(t=0) and Tsurf , we can find the
temperature in the sensor body at any time, t >= 0, using the
following partial differential equation from [25]:
∂ 2 Tsens
1 ∂Tsens
=
∂x2
αsens ∂t

(4)

where erf c() is the complimentary error function given by
2
erf c(z) = √
π

Z

∞

2

e−r dr

(6)

z

With this forward model we can predict the sensor readings,
Tsens (x = 8∗10−5 , t), that would result from the heat-transferbased tactile sensor coming into contact with a material with
coefficient of thermal diffusivity αobj and thermal conductivity
kobj .
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Forward Simulation
We used the heat-transfer model from Section IV to simulate
the temperature measurements, Tsens (x = 8 ∗ 10−5 , t), that
would result from our sensor coming into contact with a
known object, specifically a block of pine wood or a block of
aluminum. We used the coefficients of thermal conductivity
and diffusivity, kobj and αobj , for pine wood and aluminum
from the CES materials database [26]. For aluminum, αobj =
3.55 ∗ 10−5 m2 /s and kobj = 80 W/(mK) and for pine
wood, αobj = 2.05 ∗ 10−7 m2 /s and kobj = 0.15 W/(mK).
We obtained the cross-sectional area of the heating element
A = 1.5625 ∗ 10−4 m2 , the height l = 2.4 ∗ 10−4 m and
the thermistor location at a distance x = 8 ∗ 10−5 m from
the sensor data sheet [21]. We calculated the heat flux using
eq. (1) with V = 2.5 volt and R = 19.7 Ω. We set the

relates Rth to Ain with RREF = 668 Ω, V + = 5.06 volts,
and VREF = 1.1 volts.
The only other parameters needed for the simulation were
αsens and ksens for our tactile sensor, which we estimated
using a recursive least squares method implemented in SciPy
[28]. For this estimation, we used actual measurements from
one trial with a pine wood block, resulting in αsens = 2.796 ∗
10−9 m2 /s and ksens = 0.0349 W/(mK).
To perform the simulation, we found the initial temperature
of the sensor Tsens(t=0) using eq. (2) and the surface temperature Tsurf using eq. (3). We then computed Tsens(x=8∗10−5 ,t)
using eq. (5). When compared with the average measurements
from 60 real trials with wood and 60 real trials with aluminum,
the pine wood simulation had an RMSE of 0.77◦ C, and the
aluminum simulation had an RMSE of 1.08◦ C (see Fig. 8).
B. Model-based Inference
In this section, we use the model from Section IV to recognize an unknown material given consistent initial conditions
based on a time-series of real temperature measurements from
our tactile sensor, Tsens (x = 8∗10−5 , t). We use the model to
estimate the material’s thermal effusivity, e, at each point in
k
. These estimates tend to improve with
time, where e = √αobj
obj
a longer duration of contact (see Fig. 9). To estimate e, we first
find the sensor temperature just before contact, Tsens(t=0) .

Tsens(t=0) =

Fig. 9: Inverse Simulation of the heat-transfer data (top),
Histogram of the thermal property (bottom). Shaded regions
in the histogram show the true values.

initial temperature of the material Tobj(t=0) to be the ambient
temperature, 25 ◦ C.
We calibrated the tactile sensor’s thermistor using a simplified version of the standard Steinhart-Hart equation [27],
T =

1
,
C1 ln(Rth ) + C0

(7)

which relates the absolute temperature, T , to the resistance
across the thermistor, Rth . Our calibration resulted in C0 =
9.5594 ∗ 10−4 and C1 = 2.6181 ∗ 10−4 . A resistive voltage
divider with the thermistor, Rth , and a resistor, RREF , performed the only signal conditioning prior to analog-to-digital
(A/D) conversion by an Arduino Duemilanove board. The A/D
converter linearly converted a 0-1.1 volt analog signal to a 10bit digital signal, Ain .
Rth = RREF [

V+
Ain
1023 VREF

− 1]

(8)

q̇x
Al

+ Tamb


(9)

ksens

based on eq. (9) with Tamb set to the currently measured
ambient temperature and the other parameters set to the values
described in Section V-A. We then combine eqs. (5) and (3)
to find
e=

− Tsens(t=0) √kαsens
Tsurf √kαsens
sens
sens
Tobj(t=0) − Tsurf

(10)

where
Tsurf =

Tsens (x = 8 ∗ 10−5 , t) − Tsens(t=0)


+ Tsens(t=0) .
8∗10−5
erf c 2√
αsens t
(11)

Notably, all of the terms in the resulting equation are constants,
except for t and Tsens (x = 8 ∗ 10−5 , t). Consequently, we can
use this equation to estimate the material’s thermal effusivity,
e, at each point in time using only the current time, t, and
the current sensor temperature, Tsens (x = 8 ∗ 10−5 , t). To
recognize a material, our algorithm compares these thermal
effusivity estimates to values from the CES materials database
[26]. For this paper, our algorithm used a 10-bin histogram
of log10 (e) from the estimates made during a trial. It then
found the bin containing the largest number of estimates and
compared the range associated with this bin to the ranges
associated with the candidate materials, as determined by the
materials database. It then classifies the material as being the
candidate material with the most similar range of values.

We evaluated this model-based method of material recognition using time series of raw temperature measurements from
60 trials with aluminum and 60 trials with pine wood using
consistent initial conditions with substantial time between
trials. Fig. 9 shows the results of plotting log10 (e) for all
the estimates of e from these 120 trials. The top figure
illustrates how the estimates change with duration of contact.
The bottom figure shows a histogram produced from these
values along with the ranges for aluminum and pine wood
from the materials database. When using this method to
recognize whether each of the 120 trials was pine wood versus
aluminum, it had no errors and achieved 100% accuracy.
However, this performance must be considered with caution,
given the consistent initial conditions, the long duration of
contact, and the very distinct thermal properties of aluminum
and pine wood.
Given these results, model-based methods for material classification based on heat transfer merit further research. Perhaps
more importantly, this model can potentially provide intuition
for the estimation problem, inform feature selection, inform
sensor design, and be used to generate synthetic data for
evaluation and training. A clear benefit of this model-based
method is that it can directly use information from materials
databases. A potential limitation of this particular model-based
method is that it is deterministic and does not represent various
sources of uncertainty that could be relevant to the estimation.
VI. DATA - DRIVEN I NFERENCE
In addition to our model-based method for inference, we
evaluated three data-driven machine-learning algorithms that
categorize materials based on the raw temperature and estimated slope over time. We chose these algorithms based on
their wide usage and suitability for time series.
A. k-Nearest Neighbors and Support-Vector Machines
We implemented both k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) and support vector machines (SVMs) using the scikit-learn package
[29] in Python. For k-NN we used k=3. For the SVMs, we
used the svm.SVC() function, which performs multiclass classification using SVMs. This function implements multiclass
classification via pairwise coupling as described in [30]. We
used a linear kernel after trying other kernels, such as radial
basis functions.
To produce feature vectors for training, we truncated the raw
temperature time series to 500 samples, starting from the onset
of contact, to produce a 500-dimensional feature vector. Due
to the 200 Hz sampling rate, this resulted in approximately
2.5 s of data. When using both the raw temperature and the
estimated slope, we truncated each time series to 500 samples
from the onset of contact and concatenated them into a 1000dimensional feature vector. To reduce the effect of noise and
overfitting, we computed a low-dimensional representation of
the training data with principal component analysis (PCA)
before classification with k-NN or SVMs. In our classification
experiments, we used 10 principal components for dimensionality reduction. 10 principal components could account for

Fig. 10: Thermal properties of materials used for experiments.
Each material has a minimum and maximum value for log(e).
The values are taken from CES materials database [26].

95% of the variance of the 1000-dimensional feature vectors
resulting from 5500 trials.
B. Hidden Markov Model
We used a hidden Markov model (HMM) for each candidate
material. We used multivariate continuous left-right HMMs
with 25 hidden states and either 1 or 2 dimensional Gaussian
emissions. We implemented them using the GHMM toolkit
[31] in Python. We decided on these specifications based
on results with preliminary data. We trained these HMMs
with the standard Baum-Welch algorithm. For testing, we
ran the Viterbi algorithm to find the HMM with the most
probable state sequence given the observations and classified
the material as being the material associated with this HMM
[32].
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present our results from evaluating the
three data-driven methods.
A. Consolidated Results
Fig. 10 shows the range of values of log(e) for the materials
in our experiments based on the CES materials database
[26]. As seen from the figure, some of the materials have
overlapping ranges, while others are quite different.
Table I shows the consolidated results from our evaluation of
the three data-driven algorithms using 3-fold cross-validation
with 5500 trials (500 trials for each of the 11 materials).
SVM+PCA outperformed the other algorithms. HMMs had
the worst performance, confusing neoprene with pine wood
and aluminum with steel.

TABLE I: Performance Summary.
Experimental
Conditions
Varied Initial
Conditions
and
Contact Duration

Features
One
Feature
Two
Features

TABLE IV: Effect of Ambient Temperature.

HMMs

k-NN
+ PCA

SVM
+ PCA

59.55%

82%

99%

53.2%

86%

99%

TABLE II: Effect of Initial Conditions.
Experimental
Conditions

Same
Initial
Conditions

Features
One
Feature
Two
Features

Data-driven
Approach
k-NN
HMMs
+ PCA

SVM
+ PCA

100%

100%

100%

68.12%

100%

100%

Model
based
Approach

100%

TABLE III: Effect of Contact Duration.
Experimental
Conditions
Varied
Initial
Conditions

Time
(s)
0.5
1.5
2.5

HMMs
22.35%
25.67%
31.25%

k-NN
+ PCA
63%
77%
82%

SVM
+ PCA
84%
98%
99%

B. Effect of Initial Conditions
We conducted another evaluation using 60 trials each for
aluminum and pine wood with similar initial conditions. We
extracted the features and ran all the algorithms for these 120
trials. Table II shows the results. The overall results are much
better than with the randomized initial conditions. SVM+PCA,
k-NN+PCA, and the model-based inference method (Section
V-B) outperformed HMMs.
C. Effect of Contact Duration
To analyze the effect of contact duration on classification
performance, we truncated the data at different time lengths
and ran the algorithms. Table III shows the results (500 trials
for each of the 11 materials). As expected, with increased
length of the time, the performance of the algorithms improves. With 2.5 s of random and uncertain data, SVM+PCA
reached an accuracy of 99%. When the input was reduced to
0.5 s of data, SVM+PCA achieved 84% accuracy.
D. Effect of Ambient Temperature
We also conducted a set of experiments wherein we varied
the ambient temperature to see if our results would generalize.
We performed this set of experiments in a similar manner
to the first set of experiments with short-duration contact
and varying initial conditions. Table IV shows the results
(500 trials for aluminum and for pine wood). The overall
trend remains the same and SVM+PCA shows the best crossvalidation results with raw temperatures. However, the performance at higher temperature degrades when compared to
the results at 25◦ C due to the smaller difference between the
sensor’s temperature and the material’s temperature.

Experimental
Conditions
Varied Initial Conditions
and Contact Duration

Ambient
Temperature
25◦ C
35◦ C

HMMs
83.2%
66.4%

k-NN
+ PCA
100%
94%

SVM
+ PCA
100%
91%

E. A Heat Generating Material (Human Skin)
We recruited 1 able-bodied participant via word of mouth.
We obtained written informed consent from the participant
according to our experimental protocol that was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of the Georgia Institute of
Technology. We collected 35 random initial condition trials
on the forearm of the participant as shown in Fig. 2. The skin
was at approximately 30◦ C and the ambient temperature was
26◦ C. The sensor was at 2◦ to 6◦ C above the forearm skin temperature just before contact. The experimental data presented
in [33] indicates that the thermal conductivity of human skin is
around 0.37W/mK. According to [26], out of the 11 materials
we used in our other trials, MDF has the closest thermal
conductivity to that of human-arm skin. We evaluated how well
our best performing algorithm (SVM+PCA) could distinguish
them. The algorithm successfully classified the two materials
with 99% accuracy using raw temperatures and with 100%
accuracy using both raw temperatures and slope estimates.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We investigated the classification of different materials
based on heat transfer with short-duration contact and varying
initial conditions. We conducted five sets of experiments
using our 1-DOF experimental setup and implemented both
model-based and data-driven methods for classification. We
modeled the heat transfer between the sensor and the material
as contact between two semi-infinite solids and used this
model to categorize materials from temperature data. In addition to this model-based approach, we compared three datadriven algorithms for classification performance and found
that SVM+PCA gave the best results. We also investigated
the effect of initial conditions, contact duration, and ambient
temperature on the classification algorithms’ performance. Our
results provide evidence for the feasibility of material classification by robots based on measurements acquired during
short-duration contact with varying initial conditions. The
performance of these methods during real-world tasks for
which the contact between the sensor and the object is more
varied, and there are greater numbers and varieties of objects,
merits further inquiry.
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